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Circulation Generation and Vortex
Ring Formation by Conic Nozzles
Vortex rings are one of the fundamental flow structures in nature. In this paper, the
generation of circulation and vortex rings by a vortex generator with a static converging
conic nozzle exit is studied numerically. Conic nozzles can manipulate circulation and
other flow invariants by accelerating the flow, increasing the Reynolds number, and by
establishing a two-dimensional flow at the exit. The increase in the circulation efflux is
accompanied by an increase in the vortex circulation. A novel normalization method is
suggested to differentiate between two contributions to the circulation generation: a
one-dimensional slug-type flow contribution and an inherently two-dimensional flow con-
tribution. The one-dimensional contribution to the circulation increases with the square
of the centerline exit velocity, while the two-dimensional contribution increases linearly
with the decrease in the exit diameter. The two-dimensional flow contribution to the
circulation production is not limited to the impulsive initiation of the flow only (as in
straight tube vortex generators), but it persists during the entire ejection. The two-
dimensional contribution can reach as much as 44% of the total circulation (in the case
of an orifice). The present study offers evidences on the importance of the vortex genera-
tor geometry, and in particular, the exit configuration on the emerging flow, circulation
generation, and vortex ring formation. It is shown that both total and vortex ring circu-
lations can be controlled to some extent by the shape of the exit nozzle.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3203207�
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Introduction
The present paper studies the generation of circulation and vor-

ex rings using conic converging static nozzles in an attempt to
ontrol or manipulate the emerging flow field. The kinematics and
ynamics of vortices formed by starting the flow through parallel-
alled tubes were studied extensively in experiments over the
ast 70 years �1–8�. Theories and numerical simulations were
mplemented to reproduce many of the salient features of the vor-
ex formation process, such as initial vortex sheet rollup �9� and
ortex pinch-off �10–14�.

A common way of generating vortex rings is by pushing a
iston in a tube �1,3–5�. Two main vortex generator configurations
ave been considered: either a tube with an exit protruding into
he flow field, referred to as a nozzle, or a tube with an exit flushed
ith a vertical plate, referred to as an orifice. Rosenfeld et al. �10�
id not observe significant differences in the maximal total circu-
ation between the two configurations ��2%�, but the formation
umber �see definition in Gharib et al. �5�� was slightly lower for
he orifice �3.83 versus 3.97� due to vorticity cancellation of the
orming vortex with the side walls. Gharib et al. �5� found experi-
entally larger differences in the formation number �3.6 and 4.2

or the orifice and nozzle cases, respectively�. Mohseni et al. �13�
enerated numerically vortex rings by applying a nonconservative
orce rather than conventional piston/tube arrangements. Never-
heless, the properties of the formed vortex rings were similar to
hose generated by a piston in a tube, and they were also affected
y the generation characteristics, such as the amplitude and dura-
ion of the forcing.

In addition to these vortex generator types, one can envision
mploying nozzles with an axially varying cross section to de-
rease the exit area, and thus, to control the exit flow conditions,
uch as the mean velocity and the velocity profile. Such exit con-
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figurations can be found in numerous biological systems. Intrac-
ardiac blood flow and aquatic propulsion are two areas of active
research in which the dynamics of the starting flow through conic-
like nozzle geometries is known to govern the overall system
performance �15,16�. The shape of the vortex generator, and in
particular, the exit geometry, may have a significant influence on
the vortex ring formation and pinch-off since the rate of genera-
tion of the motion invariants �circulation, impulse, and kinetic
energy� depend on the details of the flow in the vortex generator.
Indeed, Allen and Naitoh �17� and Dabiri and Gharib �18� ma-
nipulated the circulation production rate, vortex circulation, and
energy by dynamically closing an orifice or opening/closing a
nozzle, respectively.

The most widely used analytical tool for predicting the forma-
tion kinematics of vortex rings employing parallel wall vortex
generators is the slug model approximation for the vorticity flux
generated by the starting flow �1,4�. By assuming the vorticity in
the flow to be confined into a very thin layer near the wall, one
can derive a simple expression relating the circulation flux to the
spatially averaged axial velocity Ue of the jet efflux d� /dt�t�
= �1 /2�Ue

2�t�, where t is the time, and � is the accumulated circu-
lation. The slug model has had reasonable success in matching
theoretical predictions with empirical measurements of vortex for-
mation from parallel-walled tubes, as long as the discharge dura-
tion is short, and the Reynolds number is large �4�. However, its
prominent role in current modeling efforts is more closely related
to its ease of use rather than accuracy.

The case of the starting flow through conic nozzle geometries is
inherently beyond the purview of the slug model, due to the ex-
istence of nonzero transverse velocity components in the ejected
jet, resulting from the two-dimensional nature of the flow at the
exit. These components are also present during the early stages of
vortex formation from parallel-walled tubes �1,19�. However, in
the latter case, their contribution represents a nearly constant shift
in the circulation production, and thus, can be resolved by the

addition of an empirical constant. By contrast, in conic nozzle
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eometries, the relationship between the vorticity flux and the
ransverse velocity component is nonlinear and time dependent.

The present study is limited to vortex generators employing
tatic rigid and conic nozzles. The goal is to study circulation
eneration and vortex ring formation for this simple, yet unex-
lored geometry, as a starting point for the full comprehension of
he dynamically varying nozzles. The present Navier–Stokes nu-

erical simulations demonstrate the ability to control and manipu-
ate the emerging flow.

Methods

2.1 Numerical Model. A sketch of the axisymmetric compu-
ational domain is given in Fig. 1. The vortex generator has two
ections: a straight tube of length Ls=40 cm and a constant diam-
ter of Dp=2.5 cm, and a conic nozzle of length Ln=5.1 cm �the
imensions are chosen to match the experimental setup� and exit
iameter De of De /Dp=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1. The computational
omain downstream of the nozzle exit has a length of L /Dp=32,
nd the outer boundary is at a radial distance of H /Dp=4. Nu-
erical experiments have verified that the downstream and outer

oundaries are placed far enough from the region of interest.
The moving piston is modeled as a uniform velocity inlet. Un-

ocumented simulations performed in the course of the present
tudy proved that this model produces results that are very similar
o a moving piston, as long as the maximal stroke length is
maller than the length of the vortex generator. An impulsive ve-
ocity program of the piston is used with a constant piston velocity
f Up=2 cm /s in all the cases of the present study. Two velocity
rograms are used: �i� a continuous inflow velocity �velocity pro-
ram no. 1� and �ii� the constant inflow is stopped at a given
imensionless time �velocity program no. 2�. On the outer and
ownstream boundaries, zero gauge pressure is specified. On all
he other boundaries, wall conditions are given, except on the axis
f symmetry.

The axisymmetric, incompressible, time dependent, and lami-
ar Navier–Stokes equations have been solved using the finite-
olume package of FLUENT 6.23, ANSYS, Inc. Second-order accu-
ate temporal and spatial schemes have been used with pressure-
mplicit with splitting of operators �PISO� pressure-velocity
oupling. Mesh-size and time-step independence tests have been
erformed, resulting in a mesh of 180,000 nodes with clustering in
he shear layer and near the walls, and a maximal dimensionless
ime step of �te

�= �Ue�t /De�0.02, where �t is the uniform time
tep. The difference in the circulation of the selected mesh relative
o a finer mesh with 685,000 nodes is less than 1%, and relative to
time step, twice as fine, is less than 0.1%.

2.2 Dimensionless Parameters. The choice of nondimen-
ional parameters is not obvious in the present case since two
elocity scales exist—one is the piston velocity �that remains con-
tant in all the cases� and the other is the spatial average exit
elocity Ue �that depends on the diameter of the nozzle exit�. The
orresponding length scales are the piston diameter and the
ozzle-exit diameter, respectively. Gharib et al. �5� suggested for a
traight tube vortex generator a dimensionless formation time de-

Fig. 1 Sketch of the domain of computation
ned by
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t� =
Upt

Dp
�1a�

This formation time is equivalent to the dimensionless piston
stroke divided by the piston diameter t�=Lp /Dp. A nondimen-
sional circulation can be defined by

�� =
�

UpDp
�1b�

although other alternatives were suggested �3,13�, while Gharib et
al. �5� preferred using the dimensional form of the circulation. In
a similar way, a nondimensional formation time and circulation,
based on the nozzle-exit parameters, can be defined as

te
� =

Uet

De
and �e

� =
�

UeDe
�2�

where the spatial average velocity is Ue=Up�Dp /De�2. The rela-
tionship between the two formation time definitions is te

�

= t� / �De /Dp�3. As De /Dp decreases, the inflow duration to reach a
given te

� is shorter. For example, to reach a formation time of te
�

=4 requires a piston stroke of t�=Lp /Dp=4, 2.1, 0.85, 0.25, and
0.03 for a nozzle with De /Dp=1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2,
respectively.

The Reynolds number, based on nozzle-exit parameters, is Re
=2500, 1250, 830, 625, and 500 for the nozzles with De /Dp
=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, respectively. Consequently, in all the
simulations, a laminar flow is assumed, although the case with
Re=2500 might be transitional �2,20�.

2.3 Validation With Experiments. A set of digital particle
image velocimetry �DPIV� experiments with a nozzle of De /Dp
=0.6 have been performed for validating the numerical simula-
tions. The experimental setup is described in Ref. �7�. A nearly
impulsive velocity program, as recorded in the experiments �with
a mean velocity of Up�5.7 cm /s�, was imposed in the simula-
tions. The circulation is a major quantity of interest in the present
study, and therefore, the measured and calculated evolution of the
circulation are compared in Fig. 2. Excellent agreement is ob-
tained.

3 The Flow Inside the Vortex Generator
The efflux of circulation and other motion invariants, and the

vortex ring formation are determined by the velocity profile at the

Fig. 2 Comparison of the circulation evolution of the numeri-
cal „solid line… and experimental „symbols… results „De /Dp
=0.6…
exit of the vortex generator, e.g., Refs. �10,12,21�. This emerging
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ow is affected by the dynamics of the flow inside the vortex
enerator. In this section, the characteristics of the nozzle-exit
ow are investigated.
In the straight segment of the vortex generator, the flow prop-

rties in the initial phase of the flow are similar to that described
n Refs. �21,22�. A Stokes layer is created along the straight tube
all with the instantaneous start of the inflow. As the inflow con-

inues, a developing flow in the upstream part is established, and it
dvances downstream with time. By t�=12, a stationary flow is
btained along the entire straight segment of the tube with an
lmost parabolic velocity profile at the downstream end. Another
bservation is that the flow entering the conic cross section is
ound to be independent of the nozzle geometry.

The converging shape of the nozzle accelerates the mean flow,
nfluencing the boundary layer thickness, and consequently, the
fflux of circulation, impulse, and kinetic energy. It also changes
he Reynolds number of the emerging flow. The favorable pres-
ure gradient decreases the thickness of the boundary layer. As the
xit diameter decreases, the boundary layer thinning is more pro-
ounced, resulting in a more uniform exit velocity profile and a
hinner shear layer.

To examine more closely the nozzle-exit flow, Fig. 3 plots the
xial velocity profile for formation times of te

�=2, 4, and 10, and
or the different exit diameter nozzles in the case of velocity pro-
ram no. 1. The first formation time �te

�=2� is in the roll up phase
f the vortex ring, the second �te

�=4� is approximately equal to the
ormation number of a straight tube, and in the latter instant �te

�

10�, the leading vortex ring has propagated downstream, far
nough to not affect the flow at the nozzle exit �see Fig. 4�. The
heory of Gharib et al. �5� predicts that the vortex ring properties
re determined by the ejection characteristics up to a formation
ime of F�= te

��4 �for the case of a straight tube vortex genera-
or�; this value is also referred to as the formation number �5�.
ooking at the nozzle-exit profile reveals that for De /Dp�0.8, the
ow is �i� quasisteady in the core and �ii� a thin Stokes layer exists

n an otherwise uniform velocity profile. For De /Dp�0.8, the
xial velocity profile has enough dimensional time to develop into
nearly parabolic profile for De /Dp=1.

Vortex Dynamics and Circulation Evolution

4.1 Vorticity Evolution. The vorticity field for te
�=2, 4, and

0 is shown in Fig. 4 for all the nozzle cases and for velocity
rogram no. 2, with the inflow stopping at te

�=8. The vorticity is
ormalized by Ue /De, and the axial and radial coordinates by De.

Fig. 3 The evolution of the axial velocity pr
his straightforward normalization reveals the similarity in the
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vorticity distribution for all the nozzle cases. In the formation
phase, the more constricted nozzles exhibit a smaller and more
concentrated vortex core, originating from the thinner vortex
sheet. Significant differences in the vorticity distribution are no-
ticeable only after the formation phase �te

��4�. The thicker shear
layers generated at the lower Reynolds number cases �i.e., larger
De /Dp� create a thicker core vortex ring, as was also observed by
Mohseni et al. �13� for a straight tube vortex generator. The de-
crease in De /Dp has a dual effect regarding viscosity. First, the
Reynolds number �based on the exit parameters� increases lin-
early; for De /Dp=1, it increases to Re=500, while for De /Dp
=0.2, it increases to Re=2500. Second, as De /Dp decreases, the
physical time decreases as well for a given te

�, and consequently,
viscosity has less time to act through vorticity decay and vorticity
cancellation. The combined effect of these two factors is a larger
vorticity magnitude and thinner core vortex ring as De /Dp de-
creases. At the latest formation time shown �te

�=10�, the vorticity
decay and vorticity cancellation have a prominent effect on the
vorticity distribution for De /Dp�0.8. In the case of De /Dp=0.2,
the vorticity accumulated in the tail is susceptible to the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability due to the large Reynolds number of the
emerging flow.

4.2 Total Circulation Evolution. Normalization of the total
circulation by piston parameters might be appealing since it is
common to all the cases considered in the present study. However,
the similarity found in the normalized vorticity field, Fig. 4, sup-
ports the normalization of the circulation with the nozzle-exit pa-

e at the nozzle exit „velocity program no. 1…

Fig. 4 The scaled vorticity „contour lines between 0 to 20 with
an increment of 1… for velocity program no. 2. The spatial coor-

dinates are scaled by De.
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ameters. To test these normalizations of the circulation, the evo-
ution of the total circulation is depicted in Fig. 5 for the
ontinuous velocity program no. 1. Normalization by the piston or
he exit parameters are plotted in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, respectively.
he total circulation is calculated by integrating the vorticity field

n the region outside of the straight tube vortex generator.
The circulation �� �that is also proportional to the dimensional

irculation� can be significantly increased by decreasing the exit
iameter of the nozzle, Fig. 5�a�. The dependence of �e

� on De /Dp
s smaller. In the latter normalization, the smallest De /Dp exhibits
he lowest normalized circulation for a given te

�. The circulation,
s predicted by the slug model, is also plotted in Fig. 5�b�. In all
he nozzle cases, the circulation is larger than the slug model
rediction. The deviation decreases as De decreases due to the
ore uniform exit velocity profile �Fig. 3� that conforms with the

lug model approximation.
None of these normalizations could collapse the evolution of

he total circulation of all the nozzle cases into a single line,
lthough the same velocity program of the piston is employed. In
n attempt to alleviate this, an alternative normalization of the
irculation and formation time is suggested hereof. It will also
llow separating between two contributions to the ejected circula-
ion, a slug-type one-dimensional flow contribution, and an inher-
ntly two-dimensional flow contribution.

4.3 The Two-Dimensional Contribution to Circulation.
he circulation flux ejected out of the nozzle �neglecting diffusive
uxes� can be decomposed �1,19� into

d�

dt
=�

0

De/2

u�dr =
1

2
Ucl

2 +�
0

De/2

u
�v
�x

dr �3�

here u and v are the axial �x� and radial �r� velocity components,
espectively, w is the azimuthal vorticity, and Ucl is the exit cen-
erline velocity. The time integration of this circulation is identical
o the total circulation �except a small deviation during the early
ormation of the vortex due to the generation of vorticity at the
uter lip of the nozzle�. This form suggests the following normal-

ig. 5 The evolution of the total circulation, „a… normalization
y piston parameters, and „b… normalization by exit parameters
zation:
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t�� =
Ũt

De

�4�

��� =
�

ŨDe

where the velocity scale Ũ=�Ūcl
2 is the running mean velocity

Ūcl
2 = 1

t 	0
t Ucl

2 d�. The integration of Eq. �3� using the normalization
of Eq. �4� leads to

��� =
t��

2
+

1

ŨDe

�
0

t�
0

De/2

u
�v
�x

drd� �5�

The first term is the contribution related to the one-dimensional
flow, while the second term originates from the inherently two-
dimensional flow at the exit.

In the generalized slug model, the two-dimensional contribution
is neglected, resulting in ���= t�� /2, or in dimensional form �

= �1 /2�Ūcl
2 t, i.e., the circulation ejected out of the vortex generator

depends on the centerline exit velocity rather than the mean ve-
locity that is used in the original slug model. The generalized slug
model extends the original slug model into cases with a nonuni-
form axial velocity profile, while keeping the assumption of a
one-dimensional flow at the exit, see for example Ref. �19�. In
many previous studies, short ejection time and high Reynolds
number cases have been considered, leading to flows with thin
boundary layers with the mean velocity almost identical to the
centerline velocity. Shusser et al. �21� introduced a first-order ap-
proximation that corrected the centerline velocity as a result of the
evolution of a thin Stokes layer, leading to an improved estimation
of the circulation generation for intermediate ejection times. In the
cases of long ejection times and/or low Reynolds number flows,
as in the present study, it is necessary to employ the generalized
slug model to account for the enhanced circulation generation, due
to the exit parabolic-like velocity profile.

The second contribution to the circulation �Eq. �5�� is signifi-
cant only when the exit flow is two-dimensional, i.e., when the
integral of u��v /�x� is significant. Most existing studies ignore
this inherently two-dimensional contribution. Didden �1� and
Krueger �19� realized the importance of the two-dimensional con-
tribution to circulation generation in the case of straight tube vor-
tex generators. Krueger �19� showed that for nearly impulsive
velocity programs, a noticeable two-dimensional flow is formed at
a very short time during the initiation of the flow. This results in a
small constant circulation offset ����1 /�� to the �classical� slug
model. Krueger �19� related this offset to the overpressure that
develops during the initial phases of the flow.

In the present case of conic nozzles, a significant two-
dimensional contribution is expected throughout the ejection
phase due to the shape of the exit nozzle that enforces a two-
dimensional flow. Figure 6 plots ��� versus t�� for the �continu-
ous� velocity program no. 1. Less dependence of ��� on De /Dp is
obtained than in the previous normalizations �Fig. 5�, indicating
the relatively large one-dimensional contribution. The slope, how-
ever, does depend on De /Dp. The smaller De /Dp is, the larger the
slope is and the larger is the deviation of ��� from the generalized
slug model, i.e., the two-dimensional contribution is more signifi-
cant. To assess the relative two-dimensional contribution to the
circulation flux throughout the continuous ejection, d��� /dt�� ver-
sus t�� is plotted in Fig. 7�a�. Any deviation of d��� /dt�� from 1/2
originates from two-dimensional effects at the exit. Moreover, the
magnitude of the difference is proportional to the relative two-
dimensional contribution to the total circulation generation. It
should be noted, however, that the magnitude itself of the one-
dimensional contribution cannot be evaluated from the normalized

�� ��
� �since � 
1 /2 by definition�.
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With the impulsive initiation of the flow, a very large d��� /dt��

s obtained, in agreement with the analysis of Krueger �19�. These
ffects are significant up to t���1 /2, i.e., in the initial forming
hase of the vortex ring. In contrast to the findings of Krueger
19� for a straight tube, the two-dimensional effects do not vanish
fter the initiation of the flow. Rather, d��� /dt�� approaches a
onstant asymptotic value greater than 1/2 in the converging
ozzle cases. Figure 8 plots the asymptotic ratio of the two-
imensional contribution to the total circulation. It increases lin-
arly with the decrease in De /Dp up to a value of 17%.

Krueger �19� used the centerline exit pressure pcl to evaluate the
D contribution to the circulation instead of the “double-star” nor-
alization employed in the present study. He also pointed out the

quivalence of pcl /	 �	 is the density� to the two-dimensional
ontribution 	0

De/2u��v /�x�dr. Indeed, plotting the calculated

cl /	Ue
2 versus te

�, Fig. 7�b�, yields a very similar plot to Fig. 7�a�.
he persisting two-dimensional contribution of the constricted
onic nozzles can be also noticed in the nonvanishing asymptotic
alue of pcl for De /Dp�1. One can notice for De /Dp�0.6 that
or a brief period in the formation phase �te

��1�, the 2D effects
ontribute a negative circulation flux �d��� /dt���1 /2 in Fig.
�a�, and pcl /	Ue

2�0 in Fig. 7�b��. For larger exit diameter cases,
he negative two-dimensional contribution cancels out a portion of
he circulation added in the flow initiation phase. This occurs
hen the vortex ring is developed enough to induce a significant
egative radial velocity at the exit, reversing the sign of �v /�x.
ith the translation of the vortex ring farther downstream, the

ig. 6 The evolution of the double-star normalized circulation

Fig. 7 The evolution of „a… the normalized ci
�

„b… the centerline exit pressure versus te
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sign of �v /�x changes back to positive �in the case of De /Dp
�1�.

5 Vortex Ring Properties
The evolutions of total and vortex ring circulations �both nor-

malized by the exit parameters� are shown in Fig. 9 for velocity
program no. 2 �the inflow is stopped at te

�=8�. The maximal vortex
ring circulation is given in Table 1 for the various De /Dp cases.
For De /Dp�0.8, the enhanced circulation efflux increases the
normalized vortex ring circulation as well. For the straight tube
case �De /Dp=1�, it is �e,V

� =3.8, significantly larger than the vor-
tex circulation of �e,V

� �2.7 found by Rosenfeld et al. �10� for a
uniform exit velocity profile. In the case of an imposed parabolic
exit velocity profile, they have obtained a larger vortex circulation
of �e,V

� =3.5, close to the value calculated in the present study for
the straight tube. The relatively low Reynolds number flow in the
present straight tube case �Re=500� results in a parabolic-like exit
velocity profile �Fig. 3�, and hence, the increase in the vortex
circulation. The augmented vortex circulation is accomplished by
an axis-touching vortex ring that resembles a Hill’s spherical vor-
tex, Fig. 4. For smaller exit diameter cases �De /Dp�0.6�, the
vortex circulation reduces to �e,V

� =2.7, identical to the values ob-
tained for a uniform exit velocity profile �10,12�.

To further study the formation process, the evolution of the
normalized energy ejected out of the nozzle, as well as the nor-
malized energy of the vortex ring, are plotted in Fig. 10. Follow-
ing Gharib et al. �5�, the normalized energy is defined as e
=E /�I�3, where E is the kinetic energy, and I is the impulse. The
normalized vortex ring energy is very useful in studying the dy-

lation flux versus the formation time t��, and

Fig. 8 The asymptotic two-dimensional contribution to the to-
tal circulation generation „%…
rcu
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amics of vortex rings as it invokes the three motion invariants
eing delivered by the vortex generator. The dependence of the
aximal vortex ring energy on the nozzle-exit diameter is also

iven in Table 1. Unlike the normalized circulation, the normal-
zed kinetic energy is larger for the more constricted nozzles, re-
ulting in more energetic vortex rings for a given circulation and
mpulse. The decrease of e with the increase in De /Dp is related to
he shape �vorticity distribution� of the vortex ring, as can be seen
n Fig. 4. With the increase in De /Dp and the associated decrease
n the Reynolds number, the vortex ring transforms from a thin
ore concentrated vortex ring into a thick core axis-touching vor-
ex that resembles the Hill’s spherical vortex. Gharib et al. �5�
howed that for thin core vortex rings, e�0.33 decreases to a
alue of e�0.16 for the Hill vortex. In the present case, the larg-

ig. 9 The evolutions of the total „lines… and vortex ring „lines
ith symbols… circulations

able 1 The dependence of the vortex ring parameters on the
xit diameter

De /Dp �e,V
� F� e

0.2 2.73 4.1 0.27
0.4 2.69 3.9 0.24
0.6 2.79 3.8 0.22
0.8 3.10 3.9 0.22
1.0 3.80 4.1 0.21

ig. 10 The evolutions of the total „lines… and vortex ring

lines with symbols… normalized energies
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est vortex energy of e=0.27 is found for De /Dp=0.2, while the
smallest is e=0.21 for De /Dp=1. The decrease in the vortex en-
ergy with the increase in the vortex circulation was also found by
Mohseni et al. �13� for a straight vortex generator. Zhao et al. �12�
calculated a vortex energy of e=0.31–0.34 for a set of imposed
hyperbolic tangent exit axial velocity profiles with thin boundary
layers. However, when Zhao et al. �12� imposed a parabolic exit
velocity profile, the calculated vortex energy dropped to e
=0.195. Obviously, developed velocity profiles �with thick shear
layers� reduce the normalized energy of the vortex ring.

Despite the dependence of the circulation efflux and vortex ring
circulation on the conic nozzle-exit diameter, the formation num-
ber, as defined by Gharib et al. �5�, yields an almost constant value
of F�=3.85
0.25, Table 1, well within the range found in previ-
ous experimental and computational studies of straight tube vortex
generators, see for example Refs. �5,10,13�. The invariance of the
formation number with the exit diameter is a consequence of the
finding that the increase in the ejected circulation, as De /Dp in-
creases, is accompanied by an increase in the vortex ring circula-
tion as well.

6 Effect of the Nozzle Length
So far, only one factor of the conic nozzle has been considered:

the exit diameter, while the length of the nozzle was kept constant.
The shortening of the nozzle is expanded to increase the two-
dimensional contribution. A limiting case is a zero-length
nozzle—i.e., an orifice, see Fig. 11�a�. Such a case with an orifice
diameter of De=1.5 cm, equal to the exit diameter of the conic
nozzle De /Dp=0.6, has also been simulated. It should be noticed
that in most previous vortex ring formation studies that refer to an
orifice case, e.g., Refs. �5,10�, the geometry is different. It consists
of a flat plate, flushed with the exit of a straight tube with a small
diameter �Dp rather than 2H, as in the present case�. The most
significant difference is that in the latter case, the flow at the exit
is mostly parallel to the wall of the tube, while in the present case,
there is a large radial component of the flow, upstream of the
orifice, that leads to a large axial gradient of the radial velocity
component, and consequently, to a significant two-dimensional
contribution to the circulation production.

Yet another limiting case that has been simulated is that of a
straight tube vortex generator with a constant diameter equal to
the diameter of the orifice �De=Dp=1.5 cm�, Fig. 11�b�. The in-
flow rate identical to previous conic nozzle cases is employed in
these two additional simulations as well, maintaining the same
exit Reynolds number as of the conic nozzle with De /Dp=0.6
�Re=830�.

The exit centerline velocity determines the magnitude of the
one-dimensional contribution, Eq. �3�. The evolution of the exit
centerline velocity for these three identical exit diameter cases is
shown in Fig. 12. In all the cases, the initiation of the flow �te

�

�1� is accompanied by an overshoot of the exit velocity profile

Fig. 11 Geometry of the limiting cases „a… orifice and „b…
straight tube vortex generators „De=1.5 cm, H=10 cm, Ls
=45.1 cm, and L=80 cm…
near the walls, leading to a centerline velocity lower than the
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ean exit velocity. Afterwards, the exit velocity profile of the
rifice case is almost uniform and steady �Ucl /Ue�1.03�. The
onic nozzle has a less uniform axial velocity but only by a small
mount �Ucl /Ue�1.15�. However, it does evolve slowly in time.
n the straight tube case, the velocity profile develops into a nearly
arabolic flow �Ucl /Ue�1.92� by te

�=20.
The evolutions of �e

� and d��� /dt�� are plotted in Fig. 13. The
irculation generated by the conic nozzle and straight tube cases
re almost identical during the starting phase of the flow �te

��3�,
hen the exit velocity profile is almost uniform. Only later on

te
��4�, with the increase in the centerline velocity, the straight

ube generates a larger circulation �attributed to the one-
imensional contribution�. The growth of the centerline velocity
ncreases the slope d�e

� /dte
� as well, until te

��20, when an almost
ully developed flow is attained. Subsequently, the exit flow be-
omes stationary, and the circulation efflux is also steady.

The two-dimensional contribution in the orifice case is larger
han in the other two cases �it contributes as much as 44% of the

ig. 12 The evolution of the exit centerline velocity for the
ases with an equal exit diameter „De=1.5 cm…

ig. 13 Evolution of the „a… circulation and „b… circulation flux

or the cases with an equal exit diameter „De=1.5 cm…
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total contribution�, generating a larger overall circulation efflux up
to te

�=8. Afterwards, the continuous increase in the centerline exit
velocity of the straight tube case generates a significantly larger
circulation than the orifice case. Yet, the larger two-dimensional
contribution of the orifice leads to the generation of a larger cir-
culation than in the conic nozzle case.

The vortex circulation and normalized energy, as well as the
formation number of these cases, are summarized in Table 2. The
straight tube and orifice cases generate significantly larger circu-
lation vortices: �e,V

� =3.99 and 3.83, respectively, as a result of the
larger circulation efflux during the vortex formation phase. The
circulation production is larger either due to a larger centerline
velocity �i.e., one-dimensional contribution� in the straight tube
case, or due to the two-dimensional contribution in the orifice
case. In the conic nozzle case that is characterized by an almost
uniform exit velocity profile and relatively small ��9%� two-
dimensional contribution, the vortex circulation is in the range
reported previously for straight tubes with uniform exit velocity
��e,V

� �2.8�.
The formation number is within the common range, in agree-

ment with the previous findings of the present study. The almost
uniform exit velocity profile of the orifice case yields the largest
vortex energy �e=0.24�, while the straight tube with the nonuni-
form exit velocity profile generates the least energetic vortex ring
e=0.18. The lower energy of the vortex ring is consistent with the
higher formation number since pinch-off occurs later �the feeding
vortex sheet is disconnected only when the vortex ring energy
exceeds that of the feeding flow �5��.

7 Conclusions
The present study presented evidences on the importance of the

vortex generator geometry, and in particular, the exit configuration
on the generation of circulation and on the vortex ring properties
in the case of long ejection times. Conic nozzles allow flow ma-
nipulation by increasing the exit mean velocity and the Reynolds
number, and by enforcing a two-dimensional flow at the exit.
While the one-dimensional contribution is proportional to the
square of the centerline exit velocity, and therefore, to approxi-
mately the fourth power of Dp /De �keeping the same volumetric
flow rate�, the two-dimensional contribution is found to be linear
with Dp /De.

The control of the circulation ejection �as well as other motion
invariants� is a target of any vortex ring optimization procedure.
The one-dimensional contribution to the circulation is determined
by the magnitude of the exit centerline velocity. It is a function of
time and of the geometry of the vortex generator. Consequently,
the control of the one-dimensional contribution is limited and in-
direct in nature. A more straightforward control can be obtained
by manipulating the two-dimensional contribution through shaped
nozzles, such as conic nozzles. The two-dimensional contribution
persists the entire duration of the ejection, affecting the circulation
rate as well. The double-star normalization has the advantage of
allowing a quantitative assessment of the two-dimensional contri-
bution relative to the one-dimensional contribution, while the al-
ternate form of Krueger �19� cannot provide such a quantitative
comparison. It has been found that the two-dimensional contribu-
tion to the circulation increases as the cone opening angle in-

Table 2 Vortex ring parameters for three cases with identical
exit diameter „De=1.5 cm…

�e,V
� F� e

Straight tube 3.99 4.2 0.18
Conic nozzle 2.79 3.8 0.22
Orifice 3.83 3.7 0.24
creases �i.e., the exit diameter decreases�, and consequently, the
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irculation generation increases as well. In the limiting case of an
rifice �with an opening angle of 90 deg�, the two-dimensional
ontribution is as large as 44% of the total circulation production.
n the conic cases considered in the present study, the maximal
wo-dimensional contribution �17%� is obtained for the smallest
xit diameter case �De /Dp=0.2�.

The increase in the circulation generation rate is accompanied
y an increase in the vortex ring circulation as well, keeping the
ormation number almost constant, F��4. Thus, conic nozzles
ffect the magnitude of circulation or energy but not the strategy
or obtaining optimal values. Thus, optimization of thrust or other
uantities should employ techniques similar to previous studies of
traight tube vortex generators, e.g., Refs. �6,14�.

omenclature
D � diameter
E � kinetic energy �g cm /s2�
e � normalized kinetic energy

F� � formation number
H � distance of the outer boundary �from the axis�

�cm�
I � impulse �g cm /s�
L � length of the computational domain �from the

nozzle exit� �cm�
Lp � piston stroke �cm�
Ln � length of the conic segment of the tube �cm�
Ls � length of the straight segment of the tube �cm�
p � pressure �dyn /cm2�

Re � Reynolds number
t � time �s�

te
� � formation time based on exit parameters �Eq.

�2��
t� � formation time based on piston parameters

�Eq. �1��
t�� � double-star formation time �Eq. �4��

u, v � the axial and radial velocity components �cm/s�
Ũ � velocity scale Ũ=�Ūcl

2 , where Ūcl
2 =1 / t	0

t Ucl
2 d�

U � nozzle exit axial velocity �cm/s�
x, r � axial and radial coordinates �cm�

reek Symbols
	 � density �g /cm3�
� � azimuthal vorticity �1/s�
� � circulation ejected out of the tube �cm2 /s�

�� � normalized circulation based on piston param-
eters �Eq. �1��

�e
� � normalized circulation based on exit param-
eters �Eq. �2��
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��� � double-star normalized circulation �Eq. �4��

Subscripts
cl � nozzle exit centerline
e � nozzle exit
p � piston
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